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If you know someone living with ALS, you may want to help but not know where to begin. This fact sheet is for 
friends, acquaintances, coworkers and neighbours of people living with ALS. 

Because of the progressive nature of ALS and its effect on mobility, communication and ultimately independence, the 
disease has a profound effect not only on the person who has been diagnosed but also their network of family and 
friends. A person with ALS requires a lot of support and, as the disease progresses, round-the-clock care. Someone 
caring for an individual living with ALS is likely to experience high levels of stress and may experience burnout from 
the stress and pressure of caregiving. 

Friends and neighbours are important sources of support for families living with ALS. Whether you are close by or far 
away, there are many things you can do to help. 

KEEP IN TOUCH

One simple way to show you care is to simply maintain 
contact with family caregivers, if that is something 
they would like. People with ALS and their families 
can become socially isolated, and it can mean a lot to 
receive a call, a text, a card, or a visit, if they are open 
to it.

DO SOMETHING SMALL

Depending on your own personal talents and abilities, 
there may be little things you can do that are easy for 
you but would mean a lot to the family. 

When cooking, you can make extra portions and drop 
them off at the person’s home. When you’re about to 
run an errand, you can call the caregiver and see if they 
need anything. You can also surprise them with a treat, 
like a book, a movie, or a gift certificate for a massage or 
dinner out. All of these small things can make a world of 
difference.

VISIT

People with ALS often feel isolated. Hold a hand, give a 
hug, talk with the person the way you would want to be 
talked to.

You can ask if they are comfortable. People with ALS 
may need pillows for support, and slight readjustments 
can help.

When a person cannot communicate, it can help if you 
are able to visit. You can tell them about your own life, 
even if they cannot respond. Reading aloud to them is 
also a way you can spend time together.

GIVE THE CAREGIVER A BREAK

Caregiving for a person with ALS is a full-time role, and 
sometimes it’s a 24/7 job. You can consider offering to 
visit and spend time with the person with ALS so the 
caregiver can have a short break, run errands, attend a 
support group meeting, or do a favourite activity. Even if 
the caregiver doesn’t leave the house, it can help to have 
some personal time.

An ALS diagnosis has an impact on the person’s family, 
too. Spouses, adult children, and even young children 
are all affected in different ways by their loved one’s ALS 
diagnosis. Caring for the family of a person with ALS can 
have a ripple effect that ultimately makes the situation 
easier for everyone.
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KNOW THAT WE ARE HERE TO HELP I For people and families living with ALS in Ontario, ALS Canada can assist in connecting you to 
support services, equipment, and ALS clinics. Whether you are a person living with ALS, a family member or a caregiver, we will strive to support 
you along this journey. If you live outside of Ontario, please contact your provincial ALS Society for information on support available in your 
region. Learn more at www.als.ca.

Disclaimer: The information in this publication has come from sources that the ALS Society of Canada deems reliable and is provided for 
general information purposes only. It is not intended to replace personalized medical assessment and management of ALS. The ALS Society of 
Canada disclaims any liability for the accuracy thereof, and does not intend to disseminate either medical or legal advice.

HELP WITH A SPECIFIC TASK

Sometimes caregivers can find it challenging to ask for 
help. You can try to find out which chores and errands 
the family is finding hardest to complete, and offer to 
do them. Sometimes it can put extra pressure on the 
family to come up with a task, so if you see something, 
volunteer to do it. Whether it is laundry, yard work, 
grocery shopping, or cleaning, you may be able to make 
a huge difference to the family by helping out with a 
specific task.

LEARN TO LISTEN

ALS can place a tremendous emotional burden on the 
person living with the disease and their family. Offering 
a compassionate listening ear can help, even if you don’t 
have all the answers.

YOU MAY NOT KNOW

ALS caregivers

     •     often feel alone and isolated from friends
     •     may need assistance, but are reluctant to ask
     •     are often unable to do errands or complete 
            household tasks
     •     experience stresses that sometimes affect 
            their health
     •     need regular breaks from caregiving
     •     may need someone to listen

People with ALS

     •     need to feel valued
     •     face an uncertain future
     •     may worry about being a burder to their families
     •     need companionship
     •     strive to maintain independence and  
            quality of life

SUMMARY

People with ALS and their families often need support. 
The types of support you give can range from helping 
with chores, to cooking a meal, to visiting and active 
listening. You can certainly ask the person with ALS what 
they need help with, but it is often easier to just jump in 
and do something.
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“If I could give friends and family of people with ALS 
any advice, it would be: don’t put the pressure on the 
person living with ALS to tell you what they need. Just 
do something, anything. 

Show up with a pizza. Call up and say get dressed. I’m 
picking you up in half an hour to go to a movie. Just be 
there. 

Ask us how we’re doing, and let us talk about it. We need 
to talk about it. And if we start to cry, so what? Just be 
with us and let us cry for a while. You can cry with us. 
And I’ll bet you anything those tears will turn to laughter 
in no time… because you’re there.”
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